BACKGROUND

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE UNIT DIARY AND UPDATE AND EXTRACT
COMMON PAY PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS
MEMBER DOES NOT REPORT CHANGE OF MARITAL STATUS

• MARRIED MARINE GETS A DIVORCE AND DOES NOT REPORT THE INFO FOR SEVERAL MONTHS RESULTING IN INDEBTEDNESS

• **SOLUTION: REQUEST LIQ
RECOUPMENT OF ADVANCE HOUSING ALLOWANCE

• MARINE IS ENTITLED TO UP TO 3 MONTHS ADV PAYMENT OF BAH
• TO SECURE OFF BASE HOUSING
• IF HE RELOCATES PRIOR TO PAYING IN FULL DISBO WILL INITIATE A LUMP SUM CHECKAGE
DISHONORED CHECKS AND DELINQUENT DPP

- CHECKAGE ACTION MAY RESULT IN SEVERAL NPDs
- MEMBER MAY REQUEST LIQ OF INDEBTEDNESS TO PREVENT HARDSHIP
SPECIAL PAYMENTS

• ALLOWS A MARINE TO RECEIVE MONEY THAT IS DUE HIM BUT THAT HAS NOT YET POSTED TO HIS PAY ACCOUNT. MARINE SHOULD UNDERSTAND THAT SPECIAL PAYMENT WILL CAUSE OVERPAYMENT
TOOLS TO HELP PREVENT PAY PROBLEMS

• 1. PME ON LES AND PAY ENTITLEMENTS
• 2. STRESS IMPORTANCE OF REPORTING ANY CHANGE IN MARITAL/DEPENDENT STATUS
• 3. COUNSEL MARINES ON FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES
• 4. NO SPECIAL PAYMENTS (NRS)
• SOME PAY DISCREPANCIES ARE DUE TO ADMIN ERROR. IF EVERY MARINE, ADMIN, AND THE FIRST SERGEANT ARE VIGILANT WE CAN PREVENT 98% OF ALL PAY PROBLEMS